
Like an archipelago of elements, designed and 
developed around the juxtaposition of a wide iroko 
wood slat. The Eolie collection boasts a refined, precise 
and essential design.
A distinguishing feature is the freedom to pick and 
choose amongst its components: sun loungers, tables 
and gazebos, to be enjoyed by the pool, boat or seaside. 
In these enclaves of comfort, the choice of colour – both 
of wood and upholstery –becomes a further variable: 
the wood is either naturalor painted in three desaturated 
variants, with the grainvisible; there is a wide choice of 
colours in the fabrics for thecushions, which are 
available in two sizes in addition tothe thicker armrest.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION
Coffee table for outdoor use.

STRUCTURE 
Iroko FSC®, natural or painted finish

WEIGHT
Structure   20 kg

STORAGE COVER
Available.

DIMENSION

L 100 × P 66 × H 17 cm 

W 39''3/8 × D 26'' × H 6''3/4

Materials STRUCTURE

Eolie 012 Coffee Table Technical InformationDesign Gordon Guillaumier

Iroko Natural Iroko Orange Iroko Green Iroko Blue
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Like an archipelago of elements, designed and 
developed around the juxtaposition of a wide iroko 
wood slat. The Eolie collection boasts a refined, precise 
and essential design.
A distinguishing feature is the freedom to pick and 
choose amongst its components: sun loungers, tables 
and gazebos, to be enjoyed by the pool, boat or seaside. 
In these enclaves of comfort, the choice of colour – both 
of wood and upholstery –becomes a further variable: 
the wood is either naturalor painted in three desaturated 
variants, with the grainvisible; there is a wide choice of 
colours in the fabrics for thecushions, which are 
available in two sizes in addition tothe thicker armrest.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION
Coffee table for outdoor use.

STRUCTURE 
Iroko FSC®, natural or painted finish

WEIGHT 
Structure   30 kg

STORAGE COVER 
Available.

DIMENSION

L 100 × P 100 × H 17 cm 

W 39''3/8 × D 39''3/8 × H 6''3/4

Materials STRUCTURE

Eolie 013 Coffee Table Technical InformationDesign Gordon Guillaumier

Iroko Natural Iroko Orange Iroko Green Iroko Blue
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